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Herefordshire & Worcestershire LPC Meeting Minutes for 23rd May 2019 

Waitrose Community Room, Worcester WR5 2JG 
Chair: Duncan Murray (DM); 

LPC Members attending: Sally Rowberry (SR); Selina Gill (SG); Akwal Singh (AS); Iona Mulleady (IM); 

Wayne Ryan (WR); Mitesh Bhalla (MB); Amy Broomhall (AB); 

Apologies: Mohammed (Milak) Rahman (MR)(LEFT); Ahmed Zackaria (AZ); Am Tanday 

(AT)(RESIGNED);  

In attendance: Fiona Lowe (FL) (Chief Officer); Zoe Ascott (ZA); Kathy Robinson (KR) 

Guests: PCSE Rob Andrew  

Declaration of Interests: Circulated and signed with expenses sheet 

 

Member discussion: AT resigned, due to business commitments and MR changed roles within Lloyds 

so has also left the LPC. FL explained that Rob Andrews from Capita is attending at 11.00am to 

introduce himself and that despite an invitation Jane Freeguard from the CCG has not replied. FL 

explained the coloured thinking self-assessment for all members to complete. Introductions made to 

Amy Broomhall, who the Area Manager for Boots in Herefordshire and Worcestershire. 

Minutes from March LPC meeting: Discussion on Solutions 4 Health, Market Entry and 

Herefordshire Event evening. SR recommended the minutes and WR approved.  

Matters arising:  

- Solutions 4 Health won the tender for sexual health services in Herefordshire. There are 

concerns and background issues. DM raised that his pharmacy is owed £5,000.00 for the 

smoking cessation service they hold. This contract is the first sexual health one they have 

held.  

- FL has met with them and so far, only have 7 sign ups to the service. AB added that Boots 

will do it. 

- FL added that a close eye needs to be kept on payments. They have said that they what to 

add other bits onto the service. There are lots of concerns around the accounts and deficits.  

Market Entry:  

- Oral Hearing for Claremont House Malvern, outcome in 2-3 weeks. They had to prove that 

they are meeting requirements of patients when they move. A big percentage of their 

patients are care homes, so in actual fact it would not make much of a difference, but it does 

put them in a better position for face to face contact and nearer to the GP surgeries. It also 

does not leave a gap where they currently are.  

- WR explained that at the Treasurers meeting it was stated that of the 200 pharmacy closures 

100 have been bought by someone else 

- FL added that she thinks there might be consolidations coming through. There has been on 

in Coventry. The view of the LPC needs to be whether a gap is left. The Health and Wellbeing 
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Board get asked if a gap is left and they get advice from PCC. The LPC need to make sure as it 

would impact on the supplementary statement for the PNA. The importance on the gap. 

- CCA questions for reports: WR covered – PSN based, which is on the agenda. 

Events feedback: 

- Worcestershire Contractor Event with Liam Stapleton: the feedback was excellent but there 

was a poor turnout. Coventry and Warwickshire held the same event and had a better 

attendance. People who did attend found it very useful.  

- Herefordshire ‘catch all. Event: FL noted that they did not get as much out of the CCG 

around services but there was good representation. FL added that it is challenging to get 

people out, topics have to be relevant and on point.  

DMU: 

IN Arden, Herefordshire and Worcester there are 15 applicants, SG is on the course. There will be a 

research project attached. SG added that the course is good, especially for self-development, and 

engaging. FL noted that out of the 15 applicants it is an even split with CCA, Independent and AIMp. 

Applicants can finish the whole diploma; the quality module is 15 credits. There is an argument for 

training staff up and then leaving.  

FL explained that they might also look at primary care model, especially with the introduction of 

PCNs. There are issues with VAT and contracting pharmacists out to GP surgeries. They will be 

funded for PCN Pharmacists anyway. WR added that Pharmacists and teams need training for PCNs. 

The person who is going to be the Clinical Pharmacist in a PCN needs to have done the 18-month 

course. MB added that this creates disparity between this community and clinical Pharmacist. FL 

noted that there is a difference in hospital/GP pharmacists and community – a bit of different 

knowledge. Need to get the steer from the Government and it is a challenge. 

The course is paid for by the Pharmacy Integration Fund.  

FL explained ECG Assessment online Courses. They are aimed at Community Pharmacy and they link 

to DMIRS. The price is £25 per person. They also provide a half day face to face. LPC need to think 

whether to support. FL added that all signs are gearing up for DMIRS.  

PCN Planning (Slides on BOX):  

Major Health Conditions focused and Digital work. FL has spoken Evergreen about there App, NHS 

plan and geography.  

Pharmacy’s work will surround screening, prevention and helping at the other end for long term 

conditions (will not actually handle the care). Urgent care is very important and that is why NUMSAS 

and DMIRS are reasonably safe bets. IF pharmacy can get NUMSAS right it will be a fairly easy switch 

to DMIRS. 

There is a need to work well with providers, as they can sit on the boards. 

FL explained the ‘Place’ level – basically what CCGs were. CCGs are also meant to be merging next 

year across Herefordshire and Worcestershire. 
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There is still no confirmation on the PCN leads in Worcestershire. They should have been announced 

by the 15th May. Herefordshire are sorted and they also have a plan. There are 14 for Worcestershire 

and 4 for Herefordshire. 

The list will come in due course and some PCNs are already engaged, Malvern have a distribution 

list. 

Work needs to be looked at across different levels/networks, for example frailty; there is no point in 

everyone looking so the information could be shared.  

FL explained that one PCN in Warwickshire had already asked for service specifications around 

palliative care, supporting care homes and a UTI PGD. They only want to do it on 2 pharmacies, and 

1 of which they own.  

All PCNs have now had some money, mainly allocated for their set up. It is not clear how much 

money for DESs is coming through. The first one is medicine optimisation. There are going to be 7. 

The challenge is to include pharmacy in primary care and to support the GPs. FL noted that she 

thinks NHSE are definitely steering pharmacy towards prevention and urgent care. 

PCNs think they have enough funding for 1 clinical Pharmacist. WR raised that Pharmacy can only 

step in where GP’s are struggling to provide. The money put into care home teams is not enough to 

cover, DM added that he heard GP teams will keep money inhouse. 

What does the LPC need to do for PCNs: 

- Wait for information, so we know who to talk to 

- Initial money for set up 

- A lot depends on how pro pharmacy the PCN leads are 

- Need to ‘push in’ with Worcester 

- Need to think how Pharmacy can solve the questions they are being asked 

- Link in with something the PCNs are working on 

- Not do any work for free 

- Social prescribers 

- Need to find places where pharmacy can add value 

- Prepare a pack and articulate the correct message 

- Decide the message, who to engage with and how to do it 

- PSNC?? Shame they are not producing materials 

- Ridiculous that every LPC it going to produce the same work. FL raised that, for example, 

across CPWM perhaps each LPC could produce a page for the PCN pack 

- Pharmacies will have to work alongside ‘competitors’ which of course will be a challenge 

- FL added that there is more control at AHW level, and she is looking at who, based on 

capacity, could support to expand the central team, by for example offering ½ day a quarter 

– topic parked  

Rob Andrews – PCSE 

Introductions made to RA, the Pharmacy Engagement Officer for England. RA explained that Capita 

were contracted in 2015 to take over the support services. Including GPs, opticians, Pharmacies, 

Dentists and cervical screening. RA explained there is not a lot of updates, but he wanted to 
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introduce himself to the LPC and would like to form a better relationship. The Pharmacy Manual was 

updated in April and is on the NHS website. He explained that Market Entry applications are going 

online. Capita check the applications but do not make any decisions on them and pass onto the NHS. 

There are boundary issues with Market Entry, they do their best to work and try and make it easier. 

RA added that they work purely on Entry but hear discussions on exit and consolidations.  

FL asked RA for the best-case scenario on timings, she added that there are challenges but do not 

know if not informed, she used to receive a final list from the NHS team to cross check, plus some 

applications take years. She asked is there likely to be a confirmed list, RA answered that he is not 

aware but will feedback. FL continued that there are a lot of delays from the NHS regional teams. RA 

added that teams do get a tracking list and talk monthly to see if they can share information. FL 

suggested sending over the LPC list to check but would be better if it came from PCSE first.  

RA explained that there has been a change in the manual – no monitoring for 100 hours pharmacies 

anymore. All LPC members agree that PCSE online works really well.  

MB asked about automating repeat orders, RA said it is being discussed and going to NHS. 

FL to email about transfer document website issues.  

RA explained they are displaying at the Pharmacy Show at the end of the year. 

FL to invite RA to the LPC meeting in November for a demonstration of the Market Entry online 

application.  

N.B – Customer contact centre for Contractors, best to contact general email a 4 people check. Use 

pcse.marketentry@nhs.net for urgent queries – get a call back, put times to call back in email. 

 

Primary Care Networks – FL 

- Not planning on getting Contractors too involved just yet 

- Need a structure in place for everything Pharmacy / LPC can help with 

- Discussed with other LPCs about resource (2/3 members per LPC who have capacity to help) 

for pieces of work. For example, looking at the medicine optimisation DES. Can share across 

LPCs in AHW. DM added that his view would be to not overly formalise, and that it would 

not necessarily matter which LPC produced the work if it is relevant to all – keep fluid.  

- Preparatory work needed – cautions about changes in the contract and MUR’s for example 

- Members to let FL know capacity to help as well as any particular interests 

- FL added that the first step will be to get a few people from each LPC together to prepare a 

plan, ideally before the July meeting 

- Going back to DESs – anticipatory care and prevention – suggest MURs 

- No idea on current Negotiations – hints of DMIRS, NUMSAS and transfer of care 

- 7 enhanced services that the GPs have to deliver on in their contract 

- STPs focus is heart, stroke, cancer, respiratory, dementia and self-harm 

- June meeting to prepare plan and agree a level of support. Will get capacity from members 

across the patch and make sure everyone feels engaged.  

LPC Structure – CLOSED 

mailto:pcse.marketentry@nhs.net
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LPC Size –  

FL explained that both Coventry and Warwickshire LPC’s have 9 members. HW LPC currently has 11, 

however, there are now both Independent and CCA vacancies. If the LPC did go to 9 members both 

an Independent and CCA vacancy would be lost anyway. Therefore, technically, the LPC would just 

not need to recruit of the vacancies. DM noted that bearing in mind current circumstances it is a 

good idea to reduce, and it would mean that 5 members are needed to be quorate. SG added that 

there is never, or rarely, full attendance at meetings anyway. WR added there is no huge 

disadvantage in reducing as there will still be good representation. 

Vote: 

In favour of reducing LPC member size to 9 members = All members present in favour. Unanimous 

vote – N.B keep Herefordshire representation as have CCA and independent. 

Frequency of meetings discussed – probably not at the point to reduce as need the team up and 

running with a strategy, all members agree to stick at 6 meetings a year for now.  

 

Finance – WR – Closed  

 

AGM Planning –  

FL explained that a big Contractor Event will be needed on PCNs and the new Contract, but the 

Contract will not be out before the required AGM date. Therefore, the AGM will be added onto the 

September LPC meeting. All members agree this is a good idea. FL added that members need to 

think what to put in the annual report. Accounts will be needed for the AGM. 

CHS – 

FL explained that there is still a push for provider arms from PSNC. CHS are looking at flu training 

through the LPCs along with some marketing materials. They do also hold some services. The 

problem they have is the LPC loan on their books. A lot of the pay is also based on activity and they 

can also get penalties. They make more money when the fees are allocated separately. There is a 

suggestion that the loans should be written off, but all the LPCs would have to agree. Payments are 

due to start in 2020 to pay over 5 years. £75 was loaned per contractor. DM commented that he 

does not think the loan should be written off – he thinks it should be dependant on ‘x’ amount of 

services in Herefordshire and Worcestershire and linked to some return if loan is to be written off. 

DM also suggested that the loan could be changed to shares, an investment rather than a debt. FL 

suggested that all members think about it for the July meeting. The company set up would have to 

be changed if the debt were converted to shares. FL to raise the issue of services through CHS for 

the other LPCs. FL added that we need to avoid CHS going under as we would have to do it all again, 

could be persuaded to write off but would be better if the LPC received something back. 

Services – KR report (insert) 

SG explained that there has been an admin error on PharmOutcomes which took 3 months to fix for 

the EHC services. FL added that the LPC need to look at helping those on the service or getting 
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others onto it. There needs to be better engagement because we are trying to get an extension, 

which won’t be given if pharmacies cannot even cover the basic one. 

FL explained that she can access pharmdata to look at pharmacies performance/items/MURs. H and 

W are similar to average for MURs and NMS but low for NUMSAS, however FL thinks that’s a 

reflection of the service not pharmacy. Flu jab recordings are lower than previous and QPS is higher. 

Herefordshire has 10% patients on E-rd and Worcestershire has 5-8%, this still needs pushing. 

Pharmacies can ask their GPs to send over a list with patients who have been on stable medication 

for 12 months +. There is very good data available on time saved by switching to E-RD and NHSBSA 

can help.  

Working groups – 

Herefordshire members – SLA and form on medicine Shortage to feedback to Alison Rodgers at the 

CCG (WR, SR, KR, AB). SR to compare with old contract. Boots check that happy to sign off 

Events and Contractor Support (FL, ZA, DM, SG, IM, AS) 

Plan with contractors over the next few months, event when the new contract comes and constant 

comms regarding PCNs. 

PCNs – communications, no specific event but will be included in the New Contract event. Prepare 

glossary of PCN terms 

New Sexual Health service will need training. 

CPAF – enough resource 

Webinar discussion – not sure people would watch, concise information is better, agree not to 

prepare a webinar. 

 

Meeting closed.  


